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This book looks beyond the jargon at real business problems and common-sense
solutions. Data is the lifeblood of your business. Microsoft BI tools help you
collect that data; sort, store, and analyze it; find it when you need it; and use it to
make decisions.
Get up to speed on the extensive changes to the newest release of Microsoft
SQL Server The 2012 release of Microsoft SQL Server changes how you
develop applications for SQL Server. With this comprehensive resource, SQL
Server authority Robert Vieira presents the fundamentals of database design and
SQL concepts, and then shows you how to apply these concepts using the
updated SQL Server. Publishing time and date with the 2012 release, Beginning
Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Programming begins with a quick overview of
database design basics and the SQL query language and then quickly proceeds
to show you how to implement the fundamental concepts of Microsoft SQL
Server 2012. You'll explore the key additions and changes to this newest version,
including conditional action constructs, enhanced controls for results paging,
application integration with SharePoint and Excel, and development of BI
applications. Covers new features such as SQL Azure for cloud computing, clientconnectivity enhancements, security and compliance, data replication, and data
warehouse performance improvements Addresses essential topics including
managing keys, writing scripts, and working with store procedures Shares helpful
techniques for creating and changing tables, programming with XML, and using
SQL Server Reporting and Integration Services Beginning Microsoft SQL Server
2012 Programming demystifies even the most difficult challenges you may face
with the new version of Microsoft SQL Server.
Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 R3 Reporting Cookbook is recommended for
Dynamics AX developers and .NET-based SSRS developers looking to
familiarize themselves with the new AX reporting framework.
Pro SQL Server 2012 Reporting Services opens the door to delivering
customizable, web-enabled reports across your business at reasonable cost.
Reporting Services is Microsoft’s enterprise-level reporting platform. It is
included with many editions of SQL Server, and is something you’ll want to take
advantage of if you’re running SQL Server as your database engine. Reporting
Services provides a full set of tools with which to create and deploy reports.
Create interactive reports for business users. Define reporting models from which
business users can generate their own ad hoc reports. Pull data from relational
databases, from XML, and from other sources. Present that data to users in
tabular and graphical forms, and more. Reporting Services experts Brian
McDonald, Rodney Landrum, and Shawn McGehee show how to do all this and
much more in this third edition of their longstanding book on the topic. Provides
best practices for using Reporting Services Covers the very latest in new features
for SQL Server 2012 Your key to delivering business intelligence across the
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enterprise
Business Intelligence with SQL Server Reporting Services helps you deliver
business intelligence with panache. Harness the power of the Reporting Services
toolkit to combine charts, gauges, sparklines, indicators, and maps into
compelling dashboards and scorecards. Create compelling visualizations that
seize your audience’s attention and help business users identify and react swiftly
to changing business conditions. Best of all, you'll do all these things by creating
new value from software that is already installed and paid for – SQL Server and
the included SQL Server Reporting Services. Businesses run on numbers, and
good business intelligence systems make the critical numbers immediately and
conveniently accessible. Business users want access to key performance
indicators in the office, at the beach, and while riding the subway home after a
day's work. Business Intelligence with SQL Server Reporting Services helps you
meet these need for anywhere/anytime access by including chapters specifically
showing how to deliver on modern devices such as smart phones and tablets.
You'll learn to deliver the same information, with similar look-and-feel, across the
entire range of devices used in business today. Key performance indicators give
fast notification of business unit performance Polished dashboards deliver
essential metrics and strategic comparisons Visually arresting output on multiple
devices focuses attention
Pro SQL Database for Windows Azure, 2nd Edition shows how to create
enterprise-level database deployments without the usual investment in
datacenter and other infrastructure. Take advantage instead of Microsoft’s
worldwide backbone for cloud computing that delivers all the power of SQL
Server in the form of the cloud-based SQL Database for Windows Azure. You
can create and deploy a database in mere minutes that is accessible worldwide
and takes advantage of SQL Database's high-availability features to protect your
data while ensuring 99.9% uptime. SQL Azure is ideally suited for startups, who
can benefit from instant access to a robust and secure web-accessible database
platform for use in rapidly deploying new products to market. SQL Azure is also
ideal for small and mid-sized businesses, giving them the same ability to deploy
SQL Server as any large enterprise, but without the management overhead.
Even large enterprises find SQL Azure useful in creating failover environments,
development environments, extra capacity to handle surges in demand, and
more. Pro SQL Database for Windows Azure covers the very latest in Microsoft’s
fast-moving, cloud platform, showing how to program and administer it in a
variety of cloud computing scenarios. You’ll learn to program SQL Azure from
ASP.NET, from WinForms, and from SQL Reporting Services. You’ll learn to
manage the platform by planning for scalability, troubleshooting performance
issues, and implementing strong security. You’ll learn the unique aspects of SQL
Azure such as sharding and federation support that combine to place SQL Azure
a step above and ahead of the competiton. Shows how to use SQL Azure from
classic Windows applications, ASP.NET and Windows Communication
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Foundation Covers management, performance, scalability, and troubleshooting
Addresses the all-important issue of securing your data Helps you properly
design for high-performance in a cloud environment Helps you adopt the new
Federations feature in SQL Azure
Learn SQL Server Reporting Services and become current with the 2016 edition.
Develop interactive, dynamic reports that combine graphs, charts, and tabular
data into attractive dashboards and reports to delight business analysts and other
users of corporate data. Deliver mobile reports to anywhere and any device.
Build vital knowledge of Reporting Services at a time when Microsoft's
dominance in business intelligence is on the rise. Beginning SQL Server
Reporting Services turns novices into skilled report developers. The book begins
by explaining how to set up the development environment. It then walks you
through creating your first reports using the built-in wizard. After showing what is
possible, the book breaks down and explains the skills needed to create reports
from scratch. And not just reports! But also dashboards with charts, graphs, and
maps. Each chapter builds on knowledge gained in the previous chapters with
step-by-step tutorials. sql server="" reporting="" services="" is="" a="" skillset=""
in="" high="" demand.="" knowing="" about="" can="" help="" everyone=""
from="" seasoned="" database="" administrators="" to="" mid-life="" career=""
changers="" hoping="" break="" into="" information="" technology. iBeginning
SQL Server Reporting Services Build reports with and without the built-in wizard.
Build interactive features such as drill-through reports. Build dashboards full of
charts, graphs, and maps. Build mobile reports. What You Will Learn Set up your
development environment. Organized projects and share components among
reports. Create report using a wizard. Create reports from scratch, including
grouping levels, parameters, and drill through features. Build interactive
dashboard with graphs, charts, and maps. Deploy and manage reports for use by
others in the business. Who This Book Is For Database professionals of all
experience levels who have some experience in databases and want to make the
leap into business intelligence reporting. The book is an excellent choice for
those needing to add Reporting Services to their current list of skills, or who are
looking for a skill set that is in demand for in order to break into IT.
Pro SQL Server Reporting Services 2008 is the third edition of Apress' top book
on Microsoft's enterprise-level reporting tool. The previous edition has sold some
2100 units over a two-year period. This revision, combined with the impending
release of SQL Server 2008, breathes new life into the topic and into this book.
* Especially applicable to readers in the US medical sector. * Supported and
technically validated by the MS team. * SSRS will attract companies looking for a
low-cost business reporting utility.
Essential guide to developing and deploying high-profile reports in SharePoint
Build customized reports quickly and efficiently with SQL Server 2008 Reporting
Services for SharePoint sites and this unique guide. Developers, you'll learn
report development and deployment; SharePoint or SQL Server Reporting
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Services administrators, you'll see how to leverage SharePoint to use SQL
Server Reporting Services in SharePoint Integrated Mode. This valuable book
walks users through the entire process: planning, developing, and deploying
reports. You'll discover techniques, tricks, and workarounds that allow you to
produce great-looking charts and reports for your SharePoint sites. SQL Server
Reporting Services (SSRS) is the customizable reporting solution for any
developer using VB, C#, or ASP.NET who ties into SQL Server to build reports or
generate data analysis; SharePoint is Microsoft's portal development platform
and is central to the Microsoft Office and developer platform This book from an
expert author team of Microsoft SharePoint 2007 developers covers not only
topics relevant to developers, it also goes into the specific nuances of using
these reports in a SharePoint environments, such as what to consider when
setting up SSRS to run specifically in SharePoint integration mode with WSS 3.0
or MOSS 2007 Topics include introduction to SQL Server Reporting Services,
setting up SQL Server Reporting Services for SharePoint 2007, planning your
report project, an overview of Business Intelligence Design Studio (BIDS) 2008,
intermediate and advanced reporting techniques, deploying to SharePoint 2007,
displaying reports, and more Discover new, efficient ways to leverage your core
investment in SharePoint 2007 with this one-of-a-kind guide. Note: CDROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook
file.
Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager’s SQL Server database
contains valuable information about your users, computers, hardware, operating
systems, applications, compliance status, and much more. Microsoft has
provided excellent tools for extracting this information in meaningful ways,
including SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS) and SQL Server Data Tools
Business Intelligence (SSDT-BI). System Center Configuration Manager
Reporting Unleashed shows you how to make the most of these tools. Worldrenowned System Center reporting guru Garth Jones and his expert coauthors
guide you through all facets of custom reporting with System Center. You’ll walk
through installing and configuring SSRS, using SQL views to find the data you
need, writing SQL queries, creating basic and advanced reports, and using rolebased administration to securely deliver those reports to the correct individuals.
Jones brings together reliable, comprehensive, and up-to-date System Center
reporting techniques you’ll find in no other book or website. Using this guide, you
can consistently retrieve the right information to solve immediate problems and
quickly respond to management concerns. Detailed information on how to… •
Install and configure SQL SSRS for optimal System Center reporting and easier
troubleshooting • Understand the data stored in the ConfigMgr site database •
Efficiently retrieve ConfigMgr data by writing SQL queries in SQL Server
Management Studio • Learn best practices for developing and designing System
Center reports • Create report templates, customize content with report
parameters, and embed charts • Customize logos, color palettes, and other
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report elements for your own organization • Construct advanced drillthroughs to
provide deeper understanding • Strengthen report security by integrating
ConfigMgr role-based administration into SQL queries • Leverage reporting to
measure KPIs and gain a better understanding of your environment • Tailor your
reports to the needs of end-users or management • Foreword by Wally Mead,
Principal Program Manager, Cireson The only book entirely dedicated to
Configuration Manager reporting, this guide complements Meyler's System
Center 2012 Configuration Manager Unleashed, offering far more in-depth
coverage of reporting than the single chapter in that book. Most of the content in
this new guide will be equally valuable in both System Center 2016 and 2012
environments.
Discover how to maintain and update balanced scorecards and performance
dashboards with SQL Server Reporting Services Complementing the bestselling
Balanced Scorecards and Operational Dashboards with Microsoft Excel
(9780470386811), this indispensable book shows you how to create
maintainable and dynamically updated scorecards and performance dashboards
using Microsoft's premier reporting tool for the enterprise: SQL Server Reporting
Services. The book begins with coverage of performance management methods
and metrics and then moves on to introduce you to techniques for developing
and delivering both a dashboard and balanced scorecard using Reporting
Services. The authors assume very limited knowledge of Reporting Services,
allowing you to gradually progress through more advanced topics and solutions.
Shows you how to build a simple dashboard and balanced scorecard utilizing
helpful examples Discusses formatting controls and labels, paging, and
conditional formatting Introduces the skills necessary to make Reporting Services
dashboards and scorecards interactive Covers the visual aspect of dashboards
and scorecards and shows how to design and implement dashboards and
scorecards in Reporting Services for mobile devices Explains how to apply the
techniques covered earlier in the book for specific business applications This
book sets itself apart from other titles with its comprehensive and invaluable
coverage of key strategies and techniques for effectively using SQL Reporting
Services to create scorecards and dashboards.
This is a step-by-step tutorial that deals with Microsoft Server 2012 reporting
tools:SSRS and Power View. If you are a BI developer, consultant, or architect
who wishes to learn how to use SSRS and Power View, and want to understand
the best use for each tool, then this book will get you up and running quickly. No
prior experience is required with either tool!
Provides information on the features and functions of Reporting Services to turn
enterprise data into a variety of reports.
A growing body of evidence supports the benefits of high-quality parent interventions
for building social and communication skills in 0- to 5-year-olds with autism spectrum
disorder (ASD). How can clinicians coach parents to effectively incorporate learning
opportunities into daily routines at home? From preeminent experts, this practical book
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explores the role of the coach and reviews the "whats," "whys," and "how-tos" of
successful collaboration with parents. Topics include structuring coaching sessions,
identifying children's needs, facilitating playful engagement, and deepening parents'
understanding of how they can boost skills development during everyday activities.
Seventeen reproducible handouts and forms include the multipage P-ESDM
Infant–Toddler Curriculum Checklist, ideal for use in telehealth assessments.
Purchasers get access to a Web page where they can download and print the
reproducible materials in a convenient 8 1/2" x 11" size.
Beginning SQL Server Reporting ServicesApress
This is the first comprehensive Operations Manager 2012 technical resource for every
IT implementer and administrator. Building on their bestselling OpsMgr 2007 book,
three Microsoft System Center Cloud and Data Center Management MVPs thoroughly
illuminate major improvements in Microsoft’s newest version–including new
enhancements just added in Service Pack 1. You’ll find all the information you need to
efficiently manage cloud and datacenter applications and services in even the most
complex environment. The authors provide up-to-date best practices for planning,
installation, migration, configuration, administration, security, compliance, dashboards,
forecasting, backup/recovery, management packs, monitoring including .NET
monitoring, PowerShell automation, and much more. Drawing on decades of enterprise
and service provider experience, they also offer indispensable insights for integrating
with your existing Microsoft and third-party infrastructure. Detailed information on how
to… Plan and execute a smooth OpsMgr 2012 deployment or migration Move toward
application-centered management in complex environments Secure OpsMgr 2012, and
assure compliance through Audit Collection Services Implement dashboards, identify
trends, and improve forecasting Maintain and protect each of your OpsMgr 2012
databases Monitor virtually any application, environment, or device: client-based, .NET,
distributed, networked, agentless, or agent-managed Use synthetic transactions to
monitor application performance and responsiveness Install UNIX/Linux cross-platform
agents Integrate OpsMgr into virtualized environments Manage and author
management packs and reports Automate key tasks with PowerShell, agents, and
alerts Create scalable management clouds for service provider/multi-tenant
environments Use OpsMgr 2012 Service Pack 1 with Windows Server 2012 and SQL
Server 2012
Microsoft® SQL Server™ 2008 Reporting Services Unleashed Michael Lisin Jim Joseph
Amit Goyal The authoritative, example-rich guide to Microsoft’s powerful reporting
platform With Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services you can quickly deliver
relevant business intelligence data wherever it’s needed–across the entire enterprise,
and through the entire reporting lifecycle. SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services
Unleashed gives you all the authoritative information you’ll need to make the most of
Microsoft’s most powerful reporting platform as a database professional, manager, or
user. In-depth coverage makes this book an ideal reference, and its extensive set of
practical examples help you address virtually any challenge in deployment,
configuration, administration, or report building. The authors have extensively expanded
this edition with deeper reference information, many more practical examples, and
insider perspective into Reporting Services 2008’s powerful new enhancements. You’ll
discover how to take full advantage of Reporting Services’ significant architectural
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changes, its flexible new Tablix control, improved visualization through charts and
gauges, deep SharePoint integration through SharePoint Integrated Mode, new output
presentation formats, and much more. Understand how to Learn about the new
features of Service Pack 1 (SP1) and the SQL Server 2008 R2 release Quickly take
advantage of Microsoft’s newest SQL Server Reporting Services enhancements Use
Reporting Services to identify trends and solve real business problems Master report
authoring–from basic, wizard-driven techniques to the cutting edge Group, sort, and
aggregate data, and define the right scope for your information Utilize advanced report
formatting techniques Work effectively with multidimensional sources Manage report
data sources and models Secure reports against attacks and intrusions Customize
Reporting Services with embedded functions, custom assemblies, URL access, Web
Services, and other extensions Thoroughly integrate SQL Server reporting into any
SharePoint site Michael Lisin, lead author of Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Reporting
Services, has years of field experience working with SQL Server Reporting Services at
Microsoft and delivering solutions for Microsoft’s enterprise customers. Jim Joseph, coauthor of Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Reporting Services Unleashed, is an independent
contractor with 10 years experience developing custom software solutions in a variety
of industries. He has worked with SQL Server Reporting Services since the first beta
release. Amit Goyal, lead program manager for Microsoft’s Reporting Services team,
has extensive insider’s knowledge of SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services. ON THE
WEB: Download all examples and source code presented in this book from
informit.com/sams Category: Microsoft Databases Covers: Microsoft SQL Server 2008
Reporting Services User Level: Intermediate—Advanced
The Handbook of Psychoeducational Assessment is a practical guide for educational
and psychological professionals using norm-referenced tests in the ability,
achievement, and behavioral assessment of children. Written by key individuals
involved in the construction and evolution of the most widely used tests, this book
provides critical information on the nature and scope of commonly used tests, their
reliability and validity, administration, scoring and interpretation, and on how the tests
may differ and complement each other in their utility with specific populations. Part 1 of
the Handbook of Psychoeducational Assessment focuses on ability assessment and
the use of full battery intelligence tests as well as brief scales and short forms. Part 2
discusses achievement and the expanded role of psychologists in consultation with
educators. Part 3 covers behavior assessment with special attention given to
discussion of which tests are most suitable for assessing specific behavioral problems
such as ADHD, anxiety, and depression. The final section recognizes the importance of
context and person sensitive assessment practices, discussing cross-cultural
assessment, neuropsychological assessment, and the usefulness of dynamic
assessment for program planning and intervention delivery. Key Features: Covers the
most commonly used and newest assessment instruments Describes the nature,
scope, reliability, and validity of each test Discusses the administration, scoring, and
interpretation of tests Provides empirical findings on patterns of performance with
tested populations Includes case studies to highlight the utility of specific tests for
specific populations Illustrates new developments in instrumentation and unique
features Covers the most commonly used and newest assessment instruments
Describes the nature, scope, reliability, and validity of each test Discusses the
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administration, scoring, and interpretation of tests Provides empirical findings on
patterns of performance with tested populations Includes case studies to highlight the
utility of specific tests for specific populations Illustrates new developments in
instrumentation and unique features
Microsoft® Dynamics CRM 2013 Unleashed presents start-to-finish guidance for
planning, customizing, deploying, integrating, managing, and securing both cloud and
on-premise based versions of Dynamics CRM. Leading Dynamics implementer Marc
Wolenik fully covers Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2013, Microsoft Dynamics CRM Online
Fall ’13, and many features first introduced in Microsoft’s “Polaris” and Update Rollup
12. You’ll find thorough coverage of Dynamics’ revamped “Flow” interface and
advanced cross-platform mobile client support. Extensive new coverage also includes:
Business Process Flows, Portable Business Logic, reporting and forms improvements,
server-side email synchronization, MarketingPilot, NetBreeze, Yammer, and much
more. Drawing on extensive insider knowledge, Wolenik presents proven best practices
and pitfalls to avoid in using every significant Dynamics CRM 2013
capability–information available in no other book. Marc J. Wolenik, is CEO of Webfortis,
a Microsoft Gold Customer Relationship Management Competency Partner that
specializes in delivering Microsoft Dynamics CRM/xRM solutions for companies of all
sizes. Learn from experience and dive deep into CRM technologies that cross almost
every industry and vertical. His books include Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011
Unleashed, Microsoft CRM 4 Unleashed, and Microsoft CRM 4 Integration Unleashed.
Detailed information on how to… Compare on-premise and cloud versions of Dynamics
CRM, make your best choice, and deploy painlessly Use the advanced configuration
and customization options that offer you the most value Take full advantage of
Dynamics CRM’s new flow interface and productivity shortcuts Learn about new addon features for Dynamics, including MarketingPilot, NetBreeze, and Yammer
Personalize dashboards, activities, calendars, data import/export, and more Manage
leads, opportunities, accounts, contacts, marketing lists, collateral, campaigns, quotes,
orders, and invoices Integrate schedules, cases, contacts, and product/service
information Build powerful automated workflows, processes, and complete solutions
Deliver CRM applications to smartphones and tablets, including iOS devices Provide
watch lists, automatic alerts, and other sales help through InsideView Social Insights
Extend Dynamics CRM with custom plug-ins and add-ons Integrate Dynamics CRM
2013 with SharePoint, Azure, SQL Server, SRSS, Visual Studio, and .NET Framework
ON THE WEB: Download all examples and source code presented in this book from
informit.com/title/9780672337031 as it becomes available
SQL Azure represents Microsoft’s cloud-based delivery of its enterprise-caliber, SQL
Server database management system (formerly under the code name "Oslo"). Pro SQL
Azure introduces you to this new platform, showing you how to program and administer
it in a variety of cloud computing scenarios. You’ll learn to program SQL Azure from
Silverlight, ASP.NET, WinForms, and from SQL Reporting Services. You’ll also
understand how to manage the platform by planning for scalability, troubleshooting
performance issues, and implementing strong security. Shows how to use SQL Azure
from Silverlight, ASP.NET, and more Covers management, scalability, and
troubleshooting Addresses the all-important issue of securing your data
Information is everywhere. But imagine the CIO of a company who has spent millions
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implementing databases and applications, yet doesn't know how to view that data in a way to
make good decisions that make the company more profitable. That is where you come in. As a
database professional you will be asked to provide answers to questions from the CIO and
others in the company from that data. If your company is using SQL Server to host some of the
company's data, chances are you will use SQL Server Reporting Services to create
professional looking reports to hand to the CIO. This book is meant to be a fantastic value that
gets you started with SSRS. You will learn with many hands-on exercises that build on skills
from chapter to chapter. Each chapter has a "Points to Ponder" section that summarizes the
content, and you will also find a short review quiz at the end.
* Deep, thorough coverage of all SRS 2005 technologies related to professional-level business
reports * Supported and technically validated by the MS team * Especially (but not exclusively)
applicable to readers in the US medical sector
Covering Microsoft’s brand-new SQL 2005 administrator exam, this study guide walks readers
through setting up, maintaining, and troubleshooting database solutions Reviews key topics
such as defining high-availability solutions, automating administrative tasks, defining security
solutions, monitoring and troubleshooting the database server, and designing and executing
deployments Candidates must first complete the requirements for the MCTS exam and have
three or more years dedicated to database work; then they may earn their MCITP by passing
two exams The CD-ROM features leading-edge exam prep software with an assessment test,
test engine of case study practice questions, and electronic flashcards
What problems are you facing and how do you consider SSRS will circumvent those
obstacles? What are the disruptive SSRS technologies that enable our organization to radically
change our business processes? At what point will vulnerability assessments be performed
once SSRS is put into production (e.g., ongoing Risk Management after implementation)?
What is Effective SSRS? What new services of functionality will be implemented next with
SSRS ? This astounding SSRS self-assessment will make you the accepted SSRS domain
specialist by revealing just what you need to know to be fluent and ready for any SSRS
challenge. How do I reduce the effort in the SSRS work to be done to get problems solved?
How can I ensure that plans of action include every SSRS task and that every SSRS outcome
is in place? How will I save time investigating strategic and tactical options and ensuring SSRS
costs are low? How can I deliver tailored SSRS advice instantly with structured going-forward
plans? There's no better guide through these mind-expanding questions than acclaimed bestselling author Gerard Blokdyk. Blokdyk ensures all SSRS essentials are covered, from every
angle: the SSRS self-assessment shows succinctly and clearly that what needs to be clarified
to organize the required activities and processes so that SSRS outcomes are achieved.
Contains extensive criteria grounded in past and current successful projects and activities by
experienced SSRS practitioners. Their mastery, combined with the easy elegance of the selfassessment, provides its superior value to you in knowing how to ensure the outcome of any
efforts in SSRS are maximized with professional results. Your purchase includes access
details to the SSRS self-assessment dashboard download which gives you your dynamically
prioritized projects-ready tool and shows you exactly what to do next. Your exclusive instant
access details can be found in your book. You will receive the following contents with New and
Updated specific criteria: - The latest quick edition of the book in PDF - The latest complete
edition of the book in PDF, which criteria correspond to the criteria in... - The Self-Assessment
Excel Dashboard, and... - Example pre-filled Self-Assessment Excel Dashboard to get familiar
with results generation ...plus an extra, special, resource that helps you with project managing.
INCLUDES LIFETIME SELF ASSESSMENT UPDATES Every self assessment comes with
Lifetime Updates and Lifetime Free Updated Books. Lifetime Updates is an industry-first
feature which allows you to receive verified self assessment updates, ensuring you always
have the most accurate information at your fingertips.
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Learn to design more effective and sophisticated business reports While most users of SQL
Server Reporting Services are now comfortable designing and building simple reports,
business today demands increasingly complex reporting. In this book, top Reporting Services
design experts have contributed step-by-step recipes for creating various types of reports.
Written by well-known SQL Server Reporting Services experts, this book gives you the tools to
meet your clients' needs
Teaches solution architects, designers, and developers how to use Microsoft's reporting
platform to create reporting and business intelligence (BI) solutions Updated with new
information about holistic BI solutions, comprehensive OLAP/Analysis Services reporting, and
complete production deployment scenarios Includes programming examples focused on
specific, scenario-based solutions Explains reporting services architecture and business
intelligence, teaches the fundamentals of designing reports through the use of careful planning
considerations, and covers advanced report design and filtering techniques
Use your SQL Server skills to create and manage key data reports Deliver interactive business
intelligence reports using SQL Server 2012 Reporting Services, and help facilitate real-time
decision making throughout the enterprise. SQL Server expert Stacia Misner shows you in
detail how to design, manage, and access custom reports that capture data from multiple
sources. This book is ideal for experienced SQL Server developers, whether you're new to
Reporting Services or upgrading from an earlier version. Discover how to: Use the latest
features, including the Power View ad hoc reporting tool Design reports by understanding how
your audience accesses and uses data Add interactive features to help end users sort and
filter data Create rich data visualization with charts, gauges, indictors, and data maps
Configure your report server, provide security, and monitor report contents Use SharePoint or
Report Manager to search and access reports online Create a library of report parts that clients
can use for ad hoc reporting Build and manage reports using Reporting Services as a
development platform

Provides information on the fundamentals of Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Analysis
Services.
A Detailed Look at Data Processing Extensions
Up-to-Date Coverage of Microsoft® SQL Server® 2016 Reporting Services,
Including the Mobile Report Publisher Build, publish, and maintain paginated and
mobile reports using the expert tips and best practices contained in this hands-on
guide. Written by a member of the original Reporting Services development
team, Microsoft SQL Server 2016 Reporting Services, Fifth Edition, fully explains
the process of creating and distributing reports and shows how to maximize all of
the powerful, integrated SSRS capabilities, including the new and enhanced
features. A detailed case study and sample reports are featured in this practical
resource. • Plan for, install, configure, and customize SQL Server 2016
Reporting Services • Design and generate feature-rich reports using the Report
Wizard • Work with Report Designer in Visual Studio, Report Builder, and the
Mobile Report Publisher • Incorporate charts, images, gauges, and maps •
Enhance your reports through summarizing, totaling, and interactivity • Build
reusable report templates • Embed Visual Basic .NET functions and subreports •
Enable end-user access via the Report Server and its web portal interface •
Integrate SSRS reports with your own websites and custom applications • Follow
along with sample reports from the book’s case study
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Vols. for 1871-76, 1913-14 include an extra number, The Christmas bookseller,
separately paged and not included in the consecutive numbering of the regular
series.
Learn SQL Server Reporting Services and become current with the 2016 edition.
Develop interactive, dynamic reports that combine graphs, charts, and tabular
data into attractive dashboards and reports to delight business analysts and other
users of corporate data. Deliver mobile reports to anywhere and any device.
Build vital knowledge of Reporting Services at a time when Microsoft's
dominance in business intelligence is on the rise. Beginning SQL Server
Reporting Services turns novices into skilled report developers. The book begins
by explaining how to set up the development environment. It then walks you
through creating your first reports using the built-in wizard. After showing what is
possible, the book breaks down and explains the skills needed to create reports
from scratch. And not just reports! But also dashboards with charts, graphs, and
maps. Each chapter builds on knowledge gained in the previous chapters with
step-by-step tutorials. SQL Server Reporting Services is a skillset in high
demand. Knowing about Reporting Services can help everyone from seasoned
database administrators to mid-life career changers hoping to break into
information technology. biBeginning SQL Server Reporting Services/i/b boosts
your skills and provides you additional career options. Don't be without those
options. Grab and read this book today. Build reports with and without the built-in
wizard. Build interactive features such as drill-through reports. Build dashboards
full of charts, graphs, and maps. Build mobile reports. What You Will Learn Set
up your development environment. Organized projects and share components
among reports. Create report using a wizard. Create reports from scratch,
including grouping levels, parameters, and drill through features. “/li> Build
interactive dashboard with graphs, charts, and maps. Deploy and manage
reports for use by others in the business. Who This Book Is For Beginning SQL
Server Reporting Services is for database professionals of all experience levels
who have some experience in databases and want to make the leap into
business intelligence reporting. The book is an excellent choice for those needing
to add Reporting Services to their current list of skills, or who are looking for a
skill set that is in demand for in order to break into IT.
Written as a step-by-step tutorial, covering all technical aspects of AX 2012
reporting to enable you to quickly learn to and develop reports.This book is ideal
for developers and administrators, who deal with Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012
reporting in day-to-day scenarios. No prior exposure to Dynamics AX 2012
reporting is assumed. Readers must know about AX architecture, about the AOT,
basic X++ skills, and the basics of SSRS.
Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 Reporting Cookbook is full of practical recipes for
creating and managing reports as well as identifying the most appropriate
reporting tool for any reporting challenge. In addition, you will learn about
universal topics such as how to locate data for any given report. Although some
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of the reporting tools addressed in this book are exclusive to Dynamics AX 2012,
many of the topics discussed also apply to older versions of AX. This book is
packed with illustrations and real-time examples that are presented in a taskoriented Cookbook structure. Real-time tips and tricks make the book very
interactive and informative at the same time."Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012
Reporting Cookbook" is recommended for Dynamics AX developers and .NETbased SSRS developers looking to familiarize themselves with the AX reporting
framework. A basic understanding of Morphx and X++ is assumed but the stepby-step instructions make it easy even for a beginner. Some examples use C#
and VB.NET, so experience with Visual Studio is a plus, but not a must.
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